Critical Race Theory Resources

Articles

» Critical race theory is not polluting education, racism is (Carson Barrett, The Red & Black, July 12, 2021)
» What Critical Race Theory Is - And What It Isn't (David Miguel Gray, Yes!, July 7, 2021)
» I've Been a Critical Race Theorist for 30 Years. Our Opponents Are Just Proving Our Point For Us. (Gary Peller, Politico, June 30, 2021)
» She Coined the Term ‘Intersectionality’ Over 30 Years Ago. Here’s What It Means to Her Today (Katy Steinmetz, February 20, 2020)

Media

» CRT Origins Radical Liberal, not Marxism
» Kimberlé Crenshaw on MSNBC
» Cheryl Harris on Fresh Air, NPR
» Gloria Ladson Billings on All Things Considered, NPR

Books

» Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings That Formed the Movement
» Critical Race Theory: An Introduction